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Abstract. We characterize when the countable power of a Cor-
son compactum has a dense metrizable subspace and construct
consistent examples of Corson compacta whose countable power
does not have a dense metrizable subspace. We also give sev-
eral remarks about ccc Corson compacta and, as a byproduct, we
obtain a new proof of Kunen and van Mill’s characterization of
when a Corson compactum supporting a strictly positive measure
is metrizable.

1. Introduction

A compact space X is called a Corson Compactum if it can be em-
bedded into a Σ-product of lines, that is, if there is a cardinal κ, a
space Y ⊂ Σ(Rκ) ∶= {x ∈ Rκ ∶ ∣supp(x)∣ ≤ ℵ0} and a homeomor-
phism f ∶ X → Y .

Corson compacta are a class of spaces which is relevant to both topol-
ogy and functional analysis. For example, every Eberlein compactum
(i.e., a weakly compact subspace of a Banach space) is a Corson com-
pactum and, for every Banach space X, if the unit ball in the dual X

∗

is a Corson compactum then X is Lindelöf in the weak topology.
Shapirovskii [16] proved that every Corson compactum has a dense

first-countable subspace. Eberlein compacta even have dense metriz-
able subspaces (see [1], Theorem 5), and this prompted the question of
whether that was also true for Corson compacta. Gruenhage and the
first author proved independently that the answer to this question is
positive for Gul’ko compacta, a class of Corson compacta wider than
that of Eberlein compacta (see [12] and [5]). It is relatively easy to
come up with a consistent example of a Corson compact space with-
out a dense metrizable subspace (see the final section of our paper),
but the first ZFC example of a Corson compact space without a dense
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metrizable subspace was only constructed by the third author in 1981
(see [18], [19]).

Clearly, the countable power of a Corson compactum is still a Cor-
son compactum. This suggested us to investigate whether such a space
must have a dense metrizable subspace. We first present a character-
ization of when the countable power of a Corson compactum has a
dense metrizable subspace. Namely, we prove that if X is a Corson
compactum, then X

ω
has a dense metrizable subspace if and only if it

has a large family of pairwise disjoint non-empty open sets. Exploiting
this, we then show a few consistent examples of Corson compact spaces
whose countable power does not contain a dense metrizable subspace.
It is an open question whether such a space exists in ZFC. We also
prove that the existence of a ccc counterexample to our question is
equivalent to the failure of MAω1

for powerfully ccc posets and give a
new proof to Kunen and van Mill’s theorem stating that the existence
of a non-metrizable Corson compactum with a strictly positive measure
is equivalent to the failure of MAω1

for measure algebras.
All topological spaces are assumed to be at least Hausdorff. All

measures are assumed to be Radon probability measures. For undefined
notions and notation we refer the reader to [3], [6] and [7].

2. Powers of Corson compact spaces

Recall that a π-base P for a topological space X is a family of non-
empty open subsets of X such that for every non-empty open set U ⊂

X, there is P ∈ P such that P ⊂ U . The π-weight of X (πw(X))
is defined as the minimum cardinality of a π-base for X. Clearly, if
d(X) denotes the density of X, we have d(X) ≤ πw(X). For Corson
compacta it is known that πw(X) = d(X) = w(X) (see [13]).

The following lemma is well-known. It was noted, for example, in
[12].

Lemma 1. A Corson compactum has a dense metrizable subspace if
and only if it has a σ-disjoint π-base.

Proof. It suffices to combine Shapirovskii’s result from [16] that ev-
ery Corson compactum has a dense subspace of points of countable
character with White’s result from [26] that for first-countable spaces,
having a dense metrizable subspace is equivalent to having a σ-disjoint
π-base. �

Recall that a cellular family in a topological space X is a family
of pairwise disjoint non-empty open subsets of X. The cellularity of
X (c(X)) is defined as the supremum of the cardinalities of cellular
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families in X. The cardinal function ĉ(X) is defined as the minimum
cardinal κ such that X does not have a cellular family of cardinality κ.
Obviously c(X) ≤ ĉ(X) and c(X) ≤ πw(X).

The cardinal function ĉ(X), in conjunction with the π-weight, can
be used to characterize when the countable power of a Corson compact
space has a dense metrizable subspace. We first need the following
technical lemma.

Lemma 2. Let X be any space and Y be a space such that ĉ(Y ω) >
πw(Y ) ≥ πw(X). Then X × Y

µ
has a σ-disjoint π-base for every

cardinal µ ∈ [ω, πw(X)].
Proof. Let {Ak ∶ k < ω} be an increasing sequence of subsets of µ such
that µ \ Ak is infinite, for every k < ω and ⋃{Ak ∶ k < ω} = µ. Let
κ = πw(Y ).

Let BX be a π-base for X and let BY be a π-base for Y such that
∣BX∣ ≤ ∣BY ∣ = κ.

For every a ∈ [µ]<ω fix an enumeration {Ba
ξ ∶ ξ < κ} of the set

BX × BaY . Use the fact that µ \ Ak is infinite and ĉ(Y ω) > κ to fix a

cellular family {Ck
ξ ∶ ξ < κ} of size κ in Y

µ\Ak .

Let {anα ∶ α < µ} be an enumeration of [An]<ω. Moreover, fix a
partition {Bα ∶ α < µ} of κ into µ many sets of size κ and enumerate
Bα as {bαξ ∶ ξ < κ}.

Define π−1 ∶ X ×Y
µ
→ X to be the usual projection onto X and let:

U(n, α, ξ) = U(n, α, ξ)−1 ×∏γ<µ U(n, α, ξ)γ, where:

U(n, α, ξ)γ =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

π−1(Ba
n
α

ξ ) if γ = −1

πγ(Ba
n
α

ξ ) if γ ∈ a
n
α

Y if γ ∈ An \ anα
πγ(Cn

bαξ
) if γ ∈ µ \ An

Note that Un = {U(n, α, ξ) ∶ α < µ, ξ < κ} is a disjoint collection of
non-empty open sets and U = ⋃n<ω Un is a π-base for X × Y µ

. To see
the latter, let W be a basic open set in X × Y µ

and s = supp(W ).
Let n < ω be large enough so that s ⊂ An. Choose α < µ so that

s ∩ µ = a
n
α and ξ < κ so that B

a
n
α

ξ ⊂ W̃ , where W̃ = π−1(W ) ×
∏γ∈anα

πγ(W ). Then we also have that U(n, α, ξ) ⊂ W and hence we
are done. �

A first consequence of the above Lemma is that given any Corson
compactum, we can find another Corson compactum whose product
with it contains a dense metrizable subspace.
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Corollary 1. Let X be any Corson compactum. Then there is a Cor-
son compactum K such that X ×K has a dense metrizable subspace.

Proof. Let κ = πw(X) and denote with A(κ) the one-point compacti-
fication of a discrete set of cardinality κ. Let K = A(κ)ω. Then K is
a Corson compactum and by Lemma 2, X ×K has a σ-disjoint π-base
and hence a dense metrizable subspace. �

Theorem 1. Let X be a Corson compactum. Then X
ω

has a dense
metrizable subspace if and only if ĉ(Xω) > w(X).

Proof. First of all recall that d(X) = πw(X) = w(X), for every Corson
compactum X.

The reverse implication follows by combining Lemma 2 with Lemma
1. For the direct implication, let X be a Corson compactum such that
X
ω

has a dense metrizable subspace. Then X
ω

has a σ-disjoint π-base
B = ⋃n<ω Bn, where Bn is pairwise disjoint. Since πw(Xω) = πw(X)
we must have ∣B∣ ≥ πw(X). We consider two cases.

(1) πw(X) has uncountable cofinality: then there must be n <
ω such that ∣Bn∣ ≥ πw(X). So X

ω
has a cellular family of

cardinality ≥ πw(X).
(2) πw(X) has countable cofinality: then let {κn ∶ n < ω} ⊂

πw(X) be a sequence of cardinals such that sup{κn ∶ n < ω} =
πw(X). Then for each n < ω there must be k < ω such that
∣Bk∣ ≥ κn. Therefore c(Xω) = πw(X). Since πw(X) is a
singular cardinal, by 4.1 of [7] we have ĉ(Xω) = πw(X)+, and
we are done.

�

Question 1. Is there a Corson compactum X such that X
ω

has no
dense metrizable subspace?

In the next few sections we will provide various consistent examples
answering the above question in the positive.

3. Corson compacta with the countable chain condition

One way to construct an example of a Corson compactum whose
countable power doesn’t have a dense metrizable subspace would be to
construct a Corson compactum X such that X

ω
is ccc but X is not

separable (or equivalently, X is not metrizable). There is no way to do
this in ZFC since, according to a result of Shapirovskii (see, for exam-
ple, Theorem 3.1 and Corollary 3.2 of [23]) under MAω1

every compact
countably tight ccc space is separable. This is actually equivalent to
MAω1

, as the following theorem shows.
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Theorem 2. The following are equivalent:

(1) There is a ccc Corson compactum without a dense metrizable
subspace.

(2) There is a compact ccc space which can be covered by ω1 nowhere
dense subsets.

(3) MAω1
fails

Proof. Items (2) and (3) are well known to be equivalent (see, for exam-
ple, [4]) and the implication (1)⇒ (3) follows from the aforementioned
result of Shapirovskii, so let us assume that MAω1

fails and deduce the
existence of a ccc Corson compactum without a dense metrizable sub-
space. By [25], if MAω1

fails there is a ccc poset P and an uncountable
set E ⊂ P without an uncountable centered subset. Recall that a sub-
set C of P is called centered if for every finite F ⊂ C there is q ∈ P
such that q ≤ p, for every p ∈ F .

Let

X = {A ⊂ E ∶ A is centered in P}
viewed as a subspace of 2

E
via identification of each set with its char-

acteristic function. Since centered subsets of E are countable X is
in fact a subset of the Σ-product Σ(2E), thus X is a Corson com-
pactum. Since the compact space X contains the uncountable discrete
set {{p} ∶ p ∈ P}, it is not metrizable. To see why X is ccc, suppose
by contradiction it has an uncountable cellular family U . Without loss
of generality we can assume that each element of U is a basic open
set, that is U = {Bσ ∶ σ ∈ U}, where U is an uncountable family
of partial functions from E to 2 and Bσ = {x ∈ X ∶ σ ⊂ x}. By a
standard ∆-system argument, we can assume that σ ∪ τ is a function,
for every σ, τ ∈ U . This is equivalent to saying that Bσ ∩ Bτ = ∅ if
and only if no centered subset of E contains both σ

−1(1) and τ
−1(1).

For every σ ∈ U , let pσ be a common extension of the elements in
σ
−1(1). Then the fact that {Bσ ∶ σ ∈ U} is a cellular family in X

implies that {pσ ∶ σ ∈ U} is an uncountable antichain in P and that is
a contradiction.

�

We note that the above theorem can also be derived from Theo-
rem 3.4 of [23], which states that MAω1

is equivalent to the statement
that every compact first-countable ccc space is separable. Indeed, if X
is a first countable compactum, then it is a compact space of count-
able tightness and hence, by a result of Shapirovskii, it admits an
irreducible map onto a subspace Y of a Σ-product Σ(Rκ), for some
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cardinal κ. Since continuous maps preserve the countable chain con-
dition and irreducible maps preserve density, it follows that Y is a ccc
Corson compactum such that d(Y ) = d(X). Since every separable
Corson compactum is metrizable it turns out that Y is metrizable if
and only if X is separable.

Recall that a poset (P,≤) is said to be powerfully ccc ((see [21]))
if each of its finite powers is ccc. Powerfully ccc posets have turned
out to be sufficient for all known applications of Martin’s Axiom and
indeed, it is still unknown whether Martin’s Axiom is equivalent to
Martin’s Axiom restricted to powerfully ccc posets. To guarantee that
X
ω

does not have a dense metrizable subspace we need that X
ω

is a
non-metrizable ccc Corson compactum.

That leads us to the following variation of the above theorem, which
is proved in a similar way:

Theorem 3. The following are equivalent:

(1) There is a Corson compactum X such that X
ω

is ccc but does
not have a dense metrizable subspace.

(2) There is a compact space X such that X
ω

is ccc and can be
covered by ω1 nowhere dense subsets.

(3) MAω1
for powerfully ccc posets fails.

(4) There is a ccc Corson compactum X of weight ω1 such that X
ω

does not have a dense metrizable subspace.

Proof. The equivalence of (1), (2), (3) is proved by a similar argument
as the one proving Theorem 2. To prove the equivalence of (3) and
(4) let us assume that there is a ccc Corson compactum X such that
w(X) = ℵ1 and X

ω
does not have a dense metrizable subspace. Then

by Theorem 1 X
ω

is ccc, which implies (1). Vice versa, if MAω1
for

powerfully ccc posets fails, then there is a powerfully ccc poset P con-
taining an uncountable set E without uncountable centered subsets.
Without loss of generality we may assume that ∣E∣ = ℵ1. Define:

X = {A ⊂ E ∶ A is centered in P}
Then, by the proof of Theorem 2, X ⊂ Σ(2ω1) (and hence X is a

Corson compactum of π-weight ω1), X
ω

is ccc and X
ω

has no dense
metrizable subspace. �

Corollary 2. Assume a Suslin tree exists. Then there is a Corson
compactum X such that X

ω
does not have a dense metrizable subspace.

Proof. If there is a Suslin tree then MAω1
for powerfully ccc posets

fails. This follows from the well-known fact that the poset of all finite
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antichains of a given tree with no uncountable branches with reverse
containment is powerfully ccc (see, for example, Lemma 9.2 of [19]). �

Question 2. Is there a natural weakening of Martin’s Axiom which is
equivalent to the statement that the countable power of every ccc Corson
compactum has a dense metrizable subspace?

The most natural class of Corson compacta such that X
ω

is ccc is
the class of Corson compacta which support a strictly positive measure,
that is, a measure µ such that µ(U) > 0, for every non-empty open
subset U of X. Kunen and van Mill [11] proved that the existence
of a non-metrizable Corson compactum supporting a strictly positive
measure is equivalent to the statement that MAω1

for measure alge-
bras fails, a statement considerable stronger than the statement (3) of
Theorem 3.

Theorem 4. (Kunen and van Mill, [11]) The following are equivalent:

(1) Every Corson compactum with a strictly positive measure is
metrizable.

(2) MAω1
for measure algebras.

We will provide a proof of the above theorem which is substantially
different from Kunen and van Mill’s original argument, by using Kel-
ley’s criterion for the existence of strictly positive measures in com-
pacta. To state Kelley’s criterion we need to define the notion of in-
tersection number of a family of sets.

Let F be a family of subsets of X. Let F⃗ = (F1, . . . Fn) be a finite

sequence of not necessarily distinct elements of F . Define i(F⃗ ) to be:

i(F⃗ ) = max{∣J∣ ∶ J ⊂ {1, . . . n},⋂
j∈J

Fj ≠ ∅}

Then define the intersection number I(F) of F to be:

I(F) = inf {i(F⃗ )
∣F⃗ ∣

∶ F⃗ ∈ Fn
, n < ω}

where ∣F⃗ ∣ denotes the length of F⃗ .
It is easy to see that if µ is a finitely additive probability measure

on X and F is a family of measurable subsets of X such that for some
ε > 0, µ(F ) ≥ ε, for every F ∈ F , then I(F) ≥ ε. In [9], Kelley
proved a sort of converse to that, providing a well-known criterion for
the existence of a strictly positive measure on a compact space.
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Theorem 5. (Kelley, [9]) A compact space X supports a strictly posi-
tive measure if and only if the family of all non-empty open subsets of X
can be split into countably many subfamilies with positive intersection
number.

Recall that a poset P has precaliber ω1 if every uncountable X ⊂ P
contains an uncountable Y ⊂ X which is centered in P. The statement
that every ccc poset has precaliber ω1 is a standard consequence of
MAω1

and is in fact equivalent to it. Similarly, MAω1
for measure

algebras is equivalent to the statement that every measure algebra has
precaliber ω1. This fact will be key in our proof of Kunen and van
Mill’s theorem.

Proof of Theorem 4. To prove that (2) implies (1), pick a Corson com-

pactum X ⊂ Σ(RI) supporting a strictly positive measure µ. If X is
not metrizable then there is ε > 0 such that the set

J = {i ∈ I ∶ (∃x ∈ X)(∣x(i)∣ ≥ ε)}
is uncountable. For j ∈ J , let Kj = {x ∈ X ∶ ∣x(j)∣ ≥ ε}. Then
{Kj ∶ j ∈ J} is an uncountable family of elements of the measure
algebra of (X,µ) without an uncountable centered subfamily.

Vice versa, assume that ω1 is not a precaliber of a measure algebra.
It is well-known (see Lemma 6 of [22]) that this implies that 2

ω1 is
covered by an increasing sequence {Nα ∶ α < ω1} of Haar null sets. By
induction on α < ω1 we pick compact subsets Kα of [0, 1] such that:

(1) Kα ∩Nξ = ∅, for all ξ ≤ α.
(2) Kα∩⋂ξ∈F Kξ = ∅, for every finite F ⊂ α such that µ(⋂ξ∈F Kξ) =

0.
(3) µ(Kα) > 0.

Let X be the collection of all A ⊂ ω1 such that {Kα ∶ α ∈ A} has
the finite intersection property. Note that, since ⋃{Nα ∶ α < ω1} is an
increasing sequence of sets which covers [0, 1] and [0, 1] is compact,
every such A must be countable.

Identifying X with a subset of 2
ω1 we observe that X is closed and

therefore it is a compact subspace of 2
ω1 . From the countability of

every A it follows that X is actually a subspace of Σ(2ω1) and hence
it’s a Corson compactum.

The standard neighbourhoods of X have the form Bp = {A ∈ X ∶
(∀α ∈ dom(p))(α ∈ A ⟺ p(α) = 1)} where p is a finite partial
function from ω1 to 2. Let Cω1

be the set of all p ∈ Fn(ω1, 2) such that
Bp ≠ ∅. According to Theorem 5, in order to show that X supports
a strictly positive measure it suffices to decompose {Bp ∶ p ∈ Cω1

} into
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countably many families having positive intersection number. Since Cω1

is a σ-centered poset it suffices to show that, if C ⊂ Cω1
is a centered

subset then {Bp ∶ p ∈ C} can be split into countably many subfamilies
with positive intersection number.

For every p ∈ C, let:

Kp =⋂{Kξ ∶ ξ ∈ p
−1(1)}

Then µ(Kp) > 0, for all p ∈ C and, given C0 ⊂ C, the intersection
number of {Bp ∶ p ∈ C0} is equal to the intersection number of {Kp ∶
p ∈ C0}. Thus, if for n < ω, we let:

Cn = {p ∈ C ∶ µ(Kp) ≥
1

n + 1
}

then the intersection number of {Bp ∶ p ∈ Cn} is equal to the intersec-

tion number of {Kp ∶ p ∈ Cn} and this is at least 1

n+1
.

�

4. Corson compacta and singular cardinals

A family F of countable sets is called locally countable (see [24]) if
for every uncountable subfamily G ⊂ F , the set ⋃G is uncountable.
The existence of a locally countable family of countable subsets of ℵω

which has cardinality > ℵω is independent of ZFC. It follows from ⬜ℵω
or, more generally, from the existence of a good PCF scale at ℵω, but
is negated by Chang’s Conjecture for ℵω (see, for example, [10] and
[24]).

Theorem 6. Suppose that for some singular cardinal κ of countable
cofinality, the set [κ]ω contains a locally countable family of cardinality
> κ. Then there is a Corson compactum X such that c(Xω) = κ <
d(X) (and hence X

ω
has no dense metrizable subspace).

Proof. Let F be a locally countable family of countable subsets of κ
such that ∣F∣ > κ. Without loss of generality we can assume that
each element of F has order type ω, so we can identify a ∈ F with
its increasing enumeration a ∶ ω → κ and F with the corresponding
subset of κ

ω
. Given a, b ∈ F we denote ∆(a, b) to be the least integer

n < ω such that a(n) ≠ b(n). We identify each subset of F with
its characteristic function and define our space X to be the following

subspace of 2
F

:

X = {A ⊂ F ∶ (∀{a, b, c} ∈ [A]3)(∣{∆(a, b),∆(b, c),∆(a, c)}∣ > 1}
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It’s easy to see that X is a closed subset of 2
F

and hence com-
pact. From the fact that F is locally countable it follows that each
element of X is countable. Indeed, suppose by contradiction that A
is an uncountable element of X. Then by the properties of F , ⋃A
is uncountable, so there must be n < ω such that {a(n) ∶ a ∈ A}
is uncountable. Let n be the least integer with respect to this prop-
erty. Note that {a ↾ n, a ∈ A} is a countable set. By the pigeonhole
principle there must be a set B ⊂ A such that {a(n) ∶ a ∈ B} is un-
countable and ∣{a ↾ n ∶ a ∈ B}∣ = 1. Picking a, b, c ∈ B we see that
∣{∆(a, b),∆(b, c),∆(a, c)}∣ = 1. It turns out that A ∉ X.

Therefore X is a Corson compactum.
To show that c(Xω) ≤ κ, we prove the stronger fact that the standard

base of X is κ-linked. Given a partial function s ∈ Fn(F , 2) and
n < ω we denote by s Ú n the set {(a ↾ n, s(a)) ∶ a ∈ dom(s)}
and ks = max{∆(a, b) ∶ a, b ∈ dom(s)}. Let s, t ∈ Fn(F , 2), and
n < ω be an integer such that n > min{ks, kt}; it is easy to see that if
s Ú n = t Ú n then [s] ∩ [t] ≠ ∅.

Therefore for every partial function σ ∈ Fn(Fn(κ, ω), ω), the set
Uσ = {[s] ∶ s Ú (ks + 1) = σ} is linked. To finish note that the
standard basis U of X satisfies U = ⋃{Uσ ∶ σ ∈ Fn(Fn(κ, ω), ω)}. �

Question 3. Is there a ZFC example of a Corson compact space X
such that c(Xω) < d(X)?

If we are willing to relax a little bit the requirement that X is a
Corson compactum, we can obtain an example in ZFC. Recall that a
family of sets F is called (µ, κ)-sparse (see [10]) if for every subfamily
G ⊂ F such that ∣G∣ ≥ µ we have ∣⋃G∣ ≥ κ. So a locally countable
family is just an (ω1, ω1)-sparse family.

The following lemma is a consequence of Shelah’s result that every
PCF scale at ℵω contains a club set of good points of cofinality ≥ ℵ4

(a direct proof of this lemma is given in [10]).

Lemma 3. In ZFC there is an (ℵ4,ℵ1)-sparse family of cardinality
> ℵω in [ℵω]ω.

A space X is called a τ -Corson compactum (see, for example, [2]) if
X is a compact subspace of Στ(Rκ) = {x ∈ Rκ ∶ ∣supp(x)∣ ≤ τ}. Thus
an ℵ0-Corson compactum is simply a Corson compactum. The proof of
the following theorem is essentially the same as the proof of Theorem 6,
using an (ℵ4,ℵ1)-sparse family in [ℵω]ω instead of a locally countable
family.

Theorem 7. In ZFC there is an ℵ3-Corson compactum X such that
c(Xω) < d(X).
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5. Concluding remarks

In this final section we show that the usual examples of Corson com-
pacta without a dense metrizable subspace cannot serve as counterex-
amples to Question 1 and make various remarks about the existence of
dense metrizable subspaces in their finite powers.

Recall that a space is d-separable if it has a σ-discrete dense sub-
space. Of course if a space has a dense metrizable subspace then it
is d-separable, but the converse is not true, not even for Corson com-
pacta. To get a counterexample, it suffices to consider the adequate
version of Todorcevic’s Corson compactum from [12] (Example 1).

Theorem 8. Let X be Todorcevic’s Corson compactum. Then:

(1) X
n

is not d-separable, for every n < ω.
(2) X

ω
has a dense metrizable subspace.

Proof. Item 1 was proved in [17]. Item 2 follows from Theorem 1 since

ĉ(X) > w(X) = 2
ℵ0 . �

Recall that a Suslin subtree T of ω
<ω1 is called coherent if for every

s, t ∈ T , {β ∈ dom(s)∩ dom(t) ∶ s(β) ≠ t(β)} is finite. Let KT be the
Suslin continuum corresponding to a coherent Suslin tree T . In [19] it
is shown that, while KT has no dense metrizable subspace, its square
K2
T has a dense metrizable subspace. Using Shapirovskii’s Theorem

we can then map KT irreducibly onto a compact subspace X of some
Σ-product of lines. Thus we have the following:

Theorem 9. If there is a coherent Suslin tree then there is a perfectly
normal Corson compactum X such that X has no dense metrizable
subspace but X

2
does.

To achieve a higher control of the existence of dense metrizable sub-
spaces in finite powers of Suslin continua, we need the notion of a full
Suslin tree from [19].

Given a tree (T,≤T ), for every t ∈ T , we denote by T
t

the set
{s ∈ T ∶ t ≤T s}.

Recall that if {Ti ∶ i = 1, . . . n} is a sequence of trees then ⨂n

i=1 Ti
denotes the set of all sequences (t1, . . . tn) such that ti ∈ Ti for every
i ∈ {1, . . . n} and t1, . . . tn have the same height. Equip ⨂n

i=1 Ti with

the following partial order: (t1, . . . tn) ≤ (t′1, . . . t′n) if and only if ti ≤Ti
t
′
i, for every i ∈ {1, . . . n}. Then ⨂n

i=1 Ti is a tree.
For a positive integer n we say that a Suslin tree T is n-full if

⨂n

i=1 T
ti is Suslin, for every sequence t1, . . . tn of distinct elements of

T having the same height. We say that a Suslin tree T is full if it is
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n-full, for every 1 ≤ n < ω. Needless to say, coherent and full Suslin
trees exist consistently. For example, they were constructed first by
Jensen using ◇ (see Section 6 of [19]).

Theorem 10. If there is a full Suslin tree than there is a perfectly
normal Corson compactum X such that:

(1) X
n

has no dense metrizable subspace, for every n < ω.
(2) X

ω
has a dense metrizable subspace.

Proof. Let T be a full Suslin tree and KT be the corresponding Suslin
continuum. By Shapirovskii’s Theorem there is an irreducible map f
from KT onto a Corson compactum X. Item 1 is proved with the
same argument proving Lemma 6.7 of [19]. As for item 2, note that

ĉ(K2
T ) > ω1 = πw(K2

T ) and therefore, since irreducible map preserve
cellularity and π-weight ĉ(X2) > ω1 = πw(X2) = w(X), therefore the
result follows from Theorem 1. �

For a positive integer n, we say that a tree T is n-coherent if T can
be represented as a downwards-closed subtree of ω

<ω1 such that, for all
t1, . . . tn+1 having the same height α, the set:

{ξ < α ∶ ti(ξ) ≠ tj(ξ)}
is finite, for all distinct i, j ∈ {1, . . . , n + 1}. Thus 1-coherent is the
same as coherent. The constructions of full and coherent Suslin trees
presented in section 6 of [19] also give us an n-full, n-coherent Suslin
tree, for every 1 ≤ n < ω. Therefore we have the following theorem.

Theorem 11. Let n be a positive integer and let us assume the ex-
istence of an n-full, n-coherent Suslin tree. Then there is a perfectly
normal Corson compactum X such that:

(1) X
n

has no dense metrizable subspace.

(2) X
n+1

has a dense metrizable subspace.

Question 4. Is there a ZFC example of a Corson compactum X such
that X

n
has no dense metrizable subspace but X

n+1
has a dense metriz-

able subspace?

Question 5. Is there an example of a Corson compactum X such that
no odd power of X has a dense metrizable subspace while every even
power of X has a dense metrizable subspace?
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